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Welcome to the
Richmond Society for Community Living!
We are a community living organization, affectionately known as “RSCL”. We serve and support
children/youth with special needs, adults with developmental disabilities and their families. Whether you
or a family member are going to be attending or already attend one of RSCL programs, have a newborn
with delays or have a middle-aged family member and are finding it harder to care for their at home, we
welcome you. We are here to share some of your journey, and to support you and your family members
as you grow, learn, struggle, and laugh together.
You will meet many others on your journey - friends, staff, volunteers, other families and their sons and
daughters – and we hope you will join and contribute to the community network that is RSCL.
This handbook is intended to let you know what we are all about, and what you can expect from us. It has
general information that applies across our organization and also includes more specific program details
in Part Two. It explains who we are, how we began, what we do, and what we believe. It outlines our
policies in areas such as privacy, rights and responsibilities, advocacy, health and safety and service
quality. We believe that by giving you the information you need, you will be better informed to make
good decisions and informed choices.
We encourage you to read this handbook and keep a copy on hand to refer to later.
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Who We Are
RSCL is a non-profit society governed by the B.C. Societies Act.
We provide community-based programs, supports and services for
individuals with diverse abilities and their families. We assist them to
participate and contribute fully and to be recognized and accepted
as valued members in our community.
The individuals we support are of all ages and have a wide range of
abilities and circumstances. Some individuals live at home with their
families and some live-in homes as part of our Supported Living
services. Some people have serious health care needs or other
challenges as well.
We offer a range of resources and supports designed specifically to
address the needs of individuals and families. We know that if
families are well supported, then individual members within those
families will also be well supported. We believe that all individuals
have a right to participate and be accepted in their community. It is our job to help make that a reality.
Our Society membership is made up of the individuals and families we support and other people who
share our vision of an inclusive community. We have a Constitution and By-laws that set out our purpose
and the legal rules about how we govern ourselves, including our Board of Directors elections, annual
general meetings and financial reporting.
Most of our programs are funded by the provincial government. We also receive funding from fees,
donations and fundraising activities. In addition to providing funding, the government ministries have
their own policies which we adhere to and they are responsible for determining eligibility and managing
waitlists for many of the supports and services we deliver. We will discuss with you the length of time
you may need to wait to receive support during the intake process.
Our Mission, Vision and Values guide our programs, activities and decisions. They are the touchstones
that remind us every day of why we do what we do.

Our Vision and Mission and Values
Richmond is a community where there is full inclusion of people with disabilities; there is continuity of
programs and services for individuals; there is support from birth throughout all life stages and where
individuals are part of a family support network. It is a community where we work collaboratively and in
partnership with everyone connected to the individual and celebrate the gifts and talents each of us brings
to our community.
Richmond Society for Community Living (RSCL) provides innovative services that respond to the
changing needs of individuals living with a developmental disability, and their families, over the course
of their lives. We celebrate the unique gifts of the people we serve and support their inclusion as valued
members in the community. We are leaders, partners and advocates with reach beyond Richmond.
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RSCL is dedicated to…
• Seeing beyond disability to ability;
• Providing programs and services that are nurturing, and encouraging personal growth, choice
and decision making;
• Informing, educating, involving and motivating others to understand and support the rights of
people with disabilities to live, work and belong in our community;
• Recognizing that individuals and their families are key; and
• Fostering and facilitating innovative ideas.
Our vision is a welcoming and connected community where everyone belongs. Each person is confident
sharing their gifts and contributions; living rich and fulfilled lives.
Our Service Values are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rights – promotes and supports the rights of people with disabilities to full and equal citizenship.
Person centered – recognizing the diversity, gifts and contribution of each person in developing
unique plans and personal support.
Choice – discovering and skillfully enabling people’s preferences, hopes and dreams, interests and
decisions that define their life in small and big ways.
Growth and Development – identifying and supporting the development of skills, abilities,
competencies and talents of each person continually.
Commitment to Community – Working with communities for our mutual benefit so as to increase
the capacity to welcome and include all people.
Family Centered – Recognizing, enabling, and strengthening the significance and importance of the
family role.
Inclusion – enabling people to participate and belong in all aspects of community including social,
economic, spiritual, and recreational life.
Meaningful Relationships – welcoming and facilitating the personal involvement of a growing
number of family members, friends and others in a person’s life.
Lifelong Support – assisting people and families through the natural
lifecycle.
Advocacy – promoting and protecting the rights and interests of
people and families.

Our Organizational Values are:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Mutual Trust – confidence in the reliability of people and systems.
Openness – freedom to express opinions and ideas within working
relationships without fear of reprisal.
Fairness – people are treated equitably.
Respect – the value, worth & dignity of all is upheld by listening to
and recognizing each other’s contribution and opinions with careful
consideration.
Responsiveness – proactive, timely and appropriate reactions to
situations.
Continuous learning – opportunities are provided to improve oneself to better one’s own work and
the work and outcomes of the team
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We are committed to supporting you and your family to live the life you want – to participate in our
programs and in the Richmond community to the fullest extent possible.
Our philosophical approach includes:
Person and Family – Centered Practice
Our staff, contracted caregivers and volunteers all understand that we are here to help and offer support,
but that it is YOUR life. Everything we do is respectful of the rights of individuals we support and families
to make your own decisions and choices, even when that means taking risks, changing your mind or
making mistakes. We see ourselves as partners, facilitators and resource people.
Planning
Where applicable, we develop or help develop personal plans for individuals we support. This could be a
care plan to help a staff or care provider know how to care for you or your family member, or a person
centred plan setting out an individual’s goals. We expect and support the individuals and families who use
our services to participate in the planning process.
Supporting Families
We understand that we support individuals as members of families, and that families usually know them
best. Families include an individual’s immediate family, extended family and/or personal support network.
Families often need different levels of support through all the ages and stages of the lives of their family
members. We are committed to helping you connect with other families, and to making sure you have
the information, resources and support you need. If we are not able to provide the supports you need,
we will refer you to other organizations who will be able to help.
Celebrating Diversity
The Richmond community is diverse, where people come from many different cultures, races, religions,
ethnic backgrounds and places of origin, reflecting the full range of physical and intellectual abilities,
sexual orientation and economic, social and psychological realities. We welcome and value this diversity.
Some of the ways we do this are by including the perspectives of many people in our decision-making;
hiring staff who reflect the diversity of the community; training staff, caregivers and volunteers in
culturally competent service delivery; translating some of our materials into other languages; creating an
organization that is free of discrimination and harassment; and ensuring equitable access to our services
for all.

How We Began
RSCL’s history is similar to many community living organizations in B.C., having grown from the desire of
parents to have services for their family members with developmental disabilities provided in their home
community. In the early 1980’s, a group of parents from Richmond who shared this vision, formed the
Richmond Society for Special People. The organization began with providing after-school care for children
and youth with special needs. We gradually expanded our services over the years and joined the BC
Association for Community Living (BCACL) as a federation member in 1988. (BCACL is now known as
Inclusion BC).
RSCL has been shaped by a number of significant events since our founding. In British Columbia, we have
closed large institutions for people with developmental disabilities and developed a full range of options
to welcome and support individuals in the community. Supports and services have become more
individualized and we are able to offer greater choice and more flexibility than ever before.
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Along with providing community-based residential and daytime, we also serve as an advocate for
individuals with developmental disabilities and their families in the Richmond community. The founding
philosophy of providing supports for individuals and their families in their home community continues to
be a driving force in the organization today.
We continue to have a proactive outlook, respond to the needs and desires of individuals and families as
they emerge, and develop quality supports and services using evidence based best practices.

Our Board of Directors
Our volunteer Board of Directors is elected by the Society membership at the annual general meeting.
The Board has a President, Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer and eight other Directors. The Board’s
job is to safeguard the vision, mission and values of RSCL and provide strategic direction for our operations
and activities. The Board has committees to help it do its job, including the Executive, Finance, and
Inclusive Education. The Board is accountable to the Society membership and reports at each annual
general meeting.

Our Staff and Volunteers
The Board delegates the day-to-day management of RSCL to our Executive Director and provides them
with the policy direction and resources to do the job. The Executive Director is responsible for hiring the
staff; managing the budget; administering the programs; managing relationships with employees,
individuals supported by the organization, families, funding agencies and other stakeholders; developing
operational policy; and is accountable to the Board.
The staff report to the Executive Director and are responsible for the operation of our programs and
services. They are the faces you’ll see on a regular basis. Many of them are represented by the Canadian
Union of Public Employees (CUPE). They are assisted by our volunteers. Supports in some programs are
provided by contracted caregivers.
All of our staff and volunteers in our programs follow a Code of Ethics. This means that you can expect to
be treated with respect, dignity, courtesy and fairness and that our stated policies and expectations are
followed.
Here is a chart that shows how we are organized:
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What We Do
Community Inclusion
We believe strongly that individuals with developmental disabilities
have a right to belong to, participate in and contribute to their
community. At RSCL, one of our main goals is to help make this
happen, and to support individuals and their families or support
networks in the process. Promoting and facilitating community
inclusion is part of the regular activities in all our programs and is a
focus of our person centred planning process. Our staff and
contracted caregivers plan and tailor these activities to individual
interests, with the intent of facilitating opportunities for everyone to
make contributions, as well as to participate in meaningful
community life.

Advocacy
Advocacy means speaking up and defending the rights of people, or
a particular cause or policy. RSCL is committed to working with, and
on behalf of, you and your family to have a good life and participate fully in our community. This can mean
anything from accompanying you to meetings with other agencies such as schools, to helping you navigate
various community supports (e.g. Health Care System), to assisting with access to resources or decisionmakers. We work with you to improve access to quality supports and services and influence change. We
believe advocacy is one of the most important things we do.
There is also an important role for families to play in supporting the development of self-advocacy skills.
We assist you to develop your own advocacy skills as well as to support your family members to develop
these skills for themselves.
In addition, we actively promote public education and awareness opportunities for families and the
broader community, including RSCL’s Community Living month activities in October. This helps raise
awareness about the work that we do. The various events and activities provide opportunities for
individuals, families and friends to become stronger, more informed advocates themselves.
At a provincial level, Inclusion BC provides advocacy for individuals and families and on behalf of member
agencies such as RSCL and supports networking for self-advocacy groups. This can also include organizing
conferences and training, providing information and resources, and coordinating lobbying and public
awareness campaigns.

Supporting Self Advocacy
Self-advocacy means speaking up for yourself and your rights.
The self-advocacy movement involves individuals with developmental disabilities from all over the world
speaking up and providing leadership on issues that affect their lives. They promote the principle of selfdetermination – an individual’s right to control their own life and make their own decisions.
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Self-advocates have been instrumental in many important changes in BC
including: the move from institutions to community living; changing the
way we talk about and describe individuals with disabilities; developing
information and resources in plain language; and, having input into the
types of supports and services that are available.
There are self-advocacy groups that meet all over BC, including here at
RSCL. The group brings individuals together to share ideas and support,
to organize training and speaking events, to lobby for change and to have
fun and make new friends. We encourage youth and adults with
developmental disabilities to join the self-advocacy group.

Planning
Every individual is unique, developing at their own pace, and with their
own set of strengths and needs. Each family is also unique, with its own culture, background, beliefs,
resources and dreams.
Person Centred Planning is a strength-based process that is a celebration of the individual and a
mechanism of establishing the commitment of the team members to supporting the individual and family.
RSCL is committed to developing person-centred plans for the individuals and families we support, where
applicable. The personal planning process helps articulate a vision for the future, clarifies personal
interests in areas such as work, recreation/leisure, home, education, relationships, sets goals, and
develops a plan to achieve them. Prior to the development of a person centred plan, there is a “getting
to know you” process that is often referred to as discovery.
We encourage the participation of families, support network members, and other professionals involved
in supporting you or your family member in the planning process. We provide assistance to facilitate active
involvement in planning and are flexible about how it is done.
We keep a copy of all plans and provide copies to you and others involved in developing them (when
consent is provided).
Depending upon the kinds of supports and services requested, an individual may have a combination of
plans as described below. These plans combine to become the individual’s service plan. No two plans are
alike.
Person Centred Plan
The person Centred plan is a comprehensive, individualized document developed with the active
involvement of the individual and, wherever possible, their family and members of their support
network. It ensures that the services and supports we provide reflect the individual’s needs,
preferences and dreams.
It identifies the individual’s dreams, goals and preferences to enable them to live a fulfilling life. A
person centred plan must be developed within three to six months of starting service at RSCL, and
then reviewed and updated at a minimum every year. The following plans are used at RSCL:
• Home Visit Record (IDP);
• Support Guide (SCDP);
• CFSP - Child and Family Support Plan (SCDP, Treehouse);
• Lifestyle Planning (Adult Services and Youth Connections);
13

•
•
•
•
•

PATH (Adult Services and Youth Connections);
Gateway (Adult Services and Youth Connections);
PLLAY (Youth Connections);
Vocational Plan (Adult Services);
Service Plan (Independent Living).

All of the above plans result in an action plan that describes how an individual will be assisted or
supported to reach specific goals and realize dreams set out in their person centred plan.
Care Plan
A plan that sets out the assistance and support an individual needs in daily life. The care plan includes
emergency contact information, lifestyle and personal preferences, activities of daily living,
community access and behavioural supports. It provides guidance for staff in how to meet the
individual’s needs on a daily basis. A care plan must be developed before service starts, and reviewed
and updated at least annually, or more often if support and care needs change.
Health Care Plan
Required for some individuals who have critical health care needs that call for the intervention or
involvement of a health professional. It is developed in conjunction with the appropriate health
professional(s) and if needed, the individual’s physician. It includes procedures and training
requirements as well as emergency protocols. If a health care plan is required, it must be in place
before service begins, and be updated annually, or whenever health issues or status changes.
Behaviour Support Plan/Safety Plan
Required for some individuals who have challenging behaviours. It is developed in conjunction with a
psychologist or behavioural consultant, and includes specific prevention measures, training, strategies
and interventions and may include a Safety Plan or De-escalation Plan.

Programs, Supports and Services
Our programs and services support individuals with developmental disabilities of all ages and life stages.
Here’s a quick overview.

Services for Children, Youth and Families
Infant Development Program provides consultants who work with families and provide resources,
referrals and support for children, up to age three who have developmental delays or risk factors, which
may involve a later diagnosis.
Supported Child Development is a community based, early intervention program that provides practical
information, resources, and strategies for the inclusion of children with disabilities in childcare settings.
The recipients of this services are families and childcare centres. SCDP consultants assist families to access
childcare in their community.
Treehouse early Learning Centre is a childcare program for children from three to five years of age. Staff
are devoted to facilitating the developmental and personal growth of both typically developing children,
and those who need extra support, in order to foster increased skills of independence in age appropriate
activities.
Youth Connections is an after-school program for youth. This program follows an inclusive model where
youth with varying disabilities attend community based recreational and social activities.
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Family Respite provides relief for parents from the daily responsibilities and accompanying stress of caring
for children or adults who have a developmental disability.

Services for Adults
LIFE - Learn, Involve, Focus, Employ - are supports and services designed
to assist participants to achieve their individual goals. Supports are
provided in a variety of settings in the community and at RSCL home sites.
LIFE services include an Employment program for individuals who wish to
seek employment.
Supported Living is 24-hour staffed support provided for individuals who
live in their own home with other individuals.
Independent Living supports individuals to live independently with
identified needed supports to ensure life-long success.
Home Share is community caregivers sharing their home and life with an
individual who has a developmental disability. Matches are based on the needs and desires of the
individuals as people are happiest when they feel they are valued and an integral member of a family.
Family Resources provides information, resources and/or support to family members who face the
extraordinary circumstances that come with having a family member with a disability.

Rights, Risks, and Responsibilities
Rights
People using our supports and services enjoy the same rights and opportunities as all Canadian citizens.
These rights are set out in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and the BC Human Rights Code.
In 2010, Canada ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. The Convention
follows decades of work by the United Nations to change attitudes and approaches to persons with
disabilities. It takes to a new height the movement from viewing persons with disabilities as “objects” of
charity, medical treatment and social protection towards viewing persons with disabilities as “subjects”
with rights, who are capable of claiming those rights and making decisions for their lives based on their
free and informed consent as well as being active members of society.
The basic ideas of the convention are that:
• People are free to make their own choices;
• No one will be discriminated against;
• Disabled people have the same rights to be included in society as anybody else;
• Disabled people are to be respected for who they are;
• Everyone should have equal opportunities;
• Everyone should have equal access;
• Men and women should have equal opportunities;
• Disabled children should be respected for who they are as they grow up.
Along with the above, in conjunction with the Self Advocacy group, RSCL developed Rights statements.
These statements are reviewed with the individuals and/or with you on an annual basis.
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Statement of Rights for Children and Youth
As a child attending RSCL Children and Youth Programs:
I have the right to affection and understanding;
I have the right to adequate nutrition and medical care;
I have the right to protection against all forms of neglect, cruelty, abuse,
exploitation, humiliation, retaliation and ridicule;
I have the right to full opportunity for play and recreation;
I have the right to be among the first to receive relief in times of disaster;
I have the right to learn to be an active member of society and to develop
individual abilities to my full potential;
I have the right to be brought up in a spirit of peace;
I have the right to freedom of thought and freedom of expression;
I have the right to participate in decisions that affect me to my maximum
developmental capability;
I have the right to access high quality, inclusive services that honour
diversity and meet my needs;
I have the right to be spoken to in a manner that conveys respect;
I have the right to receive communication in a language or form that
enables me to be as independent as possible;
I have the right to be viewed as a person first;
I have the right to have my contributions honoured and valued;
I have the right to have things that are important to me accepted,
honoured and supported;
I have the right to have my choices regarding lifestyle honoured;
I have the right to receive information about Rights and Responsibilities;
I have the right to enjoy these rights, regardless of race, colour, gender,
spiritual beliefs, national or social origin, family composition and sexual
orientation.
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Statement of Rights for Adults
As an adult attending RSCL’s Adult Programs:
I have the right to be viewed as a person first;
I have the right to understanding what is going on around me;
I have the right to a means of communication which allows me the fullest participation in
the wider world; and that my communication is heeded by others.
I have the right to adequate nutrition and medical care:
I have the right to protection against all forms of neglect, cruelty, abuse, exploitation,
humiliation, retaliation and ridicule;
I have the right to complete access to recreation and leisure within the community;
I have the right to be among the first to receive relief in times of disaster;
I have the right to be an active member of society and develop individual abilities to
his/her full potential;
I have the right to freedom of thought and freedom of expression;
I have the right to participate in decisions that affect the individual to his/her maximum
capability (ie. Life Plan, Educational Pursuits, Employment, Recreation & Leisure Activities, etc..);
I have the right to access high quality, inclusive services that honour diversity and meet
my needs;
I have the right to choose my own lifestyle and have this choice honoured
(ie. entertainment, who I lives with, independent living etc...);

I have the right to be spoken to in a manner that conveys respect;
I have the right to receive and express communication in a language or form that I
understand and can express which allows me to be as independent as possible;
I have the right to receive information about available services and have input into
choosing which service best fits my wants and needs;
I have the right to have my contributions honoured and valued;
I have the right to have things that are important me accepted, honoured and supported
(ie. friends, family, desires, dreams, being with people, my likes, access to transportation, story telling,
dancing, showing his/her talents etc..);

I have the freedom and support to exercise rights under the law (ie. voting, legal action etc..);
I have the right to access my own information;
I have the right to suggest changes and additions to the Adult Services Rights Statement
and have these suggestions seriously considered by RSCL;
I have the right to receive information about Rights and Responsibilities;
I have the right to enjoy these rights, regardless of race, colour, sex, nationality or social
origin, spiritual beliefs, family composition and sexual orientation.
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Risks and Responsibilities
Along with rights come responsibilities. We expect individuals and/or families participating in our
programs to respect the rights of others, follow our policies, participate in their own planning and make
choices and decisions that affect their lives. Support and guidance are always available. We know that as
members of their families and/or support networks, you support their decision-making and growing
independence.
Balancing rights with responsibilities and risks with choices can be difficult. It is a different balance for
each person, and each family. Having your own thoughts and opinions is part of realizing your potential
as a person and a citizen. We respect the rights of the individuals we support to make mistakes, learn
from them, ask for help, change their minds, and try new things.
Sometimes the choices and decisions individuals make are different from those their families would make
for them. In these situations, we work to hear all opinions and talk with you to find solutions and to
facilitate a positive outcome. We are committed to keeping individuals safe while using our services, and
to honouring family values and customs as much as possible.
We work with individuals and families to anticipate, prevent and respond to situations that may involve
risk. RSCL has processes in place to support individuals while addressing challenging behaviours and risks.

Supporting people who may have behaviours that challenge us.
Our staff and caregivers are expected to actively engage with the individuals we support and respond to
behavioural communication in a positive and proactive way. We insist on interactions with the individuals
we support that are respectful, that support individual rights, safety, dignity and independence. We train
our staff and caregivers based on the model of Positive Behaviour Support (PBS) values and strategies.
Positive Behaviour Support (PBS) is a process for understanding and resolving the challenging behaviour
of an individual that is based on values and research. It offers an approach for developing an
understanding of why an individual engages in challenging behaviour and strategies for preventing the
occurrence of challenging behaviour while teaching the individual new skills. Positive Behaviour Support
offers a holistic approach that considers all factors that impact an individual and their behaviour. It can
be used to address challenging behaviours that range from aggression with themselves or others, property
destruction, and social withdrawal.
What is the process of PBS?
1. Building a Behaviour Support Team begins by developing a team of the key individuals who are
most involved in the individual’s life. This team should include the family and champions of the
individuals support team, but also may include friends, other family members, therapists, and
other staff.
2. Person-Centered Planning provides a process for bringing the team together to listen and engage
in the vision and dreams for the individual.
3. Functional Behavioural Assessment is a process for determining the function of the individual’s
challenging behaviour. A Functional Behavioural Assessment (FBA) involves the collection of data,
observations, and information to develop a clear understanding of the relationship of events and
circumstances that trigger and maintain problem behaviour.
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4. Behaviour Support Plan Development – once the Functional Assessment process has been
analyzed and is complete, the team can develop a Behaviour Support Plan. Essential components
of the Behaviour Support Plan are prevention strategies, teaching new skills, and new ways to
respond to challenging behaviour, and lifestyle outcome goals.
5. Monitoring Outcomes – the effectiveness of the Behaviour Support Plan must be monitored. This
monitoring includes measurement of changes in behaviour and the achievement of new skills and
lifestyle outcomes. There is a formal review of the Behaviour Support Plan annually.

Service Quality
We are committed to receiving feedback, learning more and making changes to improve what we do. We
call this continuous quality improvement.
Here are some of the ways we make sure we monitor our performance:

Listening to the People We Support
The individuals we support, and you, their families, are the best
judges of what we do and how we do it. We value your feedback
and suggestions for improvement. We actively ask for it when we
survey you on a regular basis; we incorporate survey results into
improvements we make. We also interview the individuals we
support about how they feel about the services.
You may receive a survey after you, or your family member has left
RSCL.
Surveys are only one way to hear from you about how we are doing.
We encourage you to pass along any input or suggestions to your
Program Manager at any time. We always value your feedback and
participation.

Focusing on Results
People do better if they know what they are trying to achieve, and how to measure their progress. This
applies to both staff and the people we support. That’s why each of our programs has a written set of
outcomes, we call this Outcomes Management. An “outcome” is what we expect to achieve by providing
the services and programs we do. The outcomes address 4 categories of results:
•
•
•
•

Effectiveness – how well things worked compared to the results we expect
Efficiency – how well we make use of the resources we have
Service Accessibility – how easy it is for people to get the services they need
Satisfaction – what the people using our programs think about the services they receive and RSCL.

The annual Outcomes Report is also available on our website (www.rscl.org) along with an easy read
Quality of Life Summary of the report.
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Standards, Regulations and Monitoring
There are several monitoring bodies which RSCL must comply with, including government ministries,
licensing bodies, WorkSafe BC, and Accrediting bodies.
The various provincial government ministries that fund our services have standards and service principles
that apply to all services and we must follow these in order to receive funding. Our funding and licensing
agencies regularly review what we are doing, require written reporting from us, and provide us with
information about our compliance with regulations.
Through our organizational structure, there are various accountabilities and processes for making sure
things are operating well and we continuously work to improve them. Staff are accountable to Program
Managers, who in turn report to the Directors and the Executive Director, who is accountable to the Board
of Directors. In addition, we also have a Director of Quality Assurance. There are written policies that
include ways of collecting information about the individuals we support and family satisfaction, as well as
responding to complaints.
Accreditation is a formal process of organizational development and review. Once the process is
completed, it identifies that an agency has met organizational and program/service standards of practice
in areas including health and safety, input from people who participate in our programs, financial
accountability, individualized planning and support, community inclusion, accessibility and
more. Accreditation focuses on the quality of services delivered, accountability, and overall organizational
competence. As part of the BC Government’s Commitment to Social Services, all society’s that receive a
certain level of funding from the government, must go through this accreditation process in order to
continue to receive funding.
RSCL was accredited by the CARF (Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities) for the first
time in 2005 and received the highest award of a 3-year level of accreditation. As part of our ongoing
commitment to quality assurance, we have continued to receive the 3-year level of accreditation ever
since. Refer to our website, www.rscl.org, for updated information and feel free to ask any Program
Manager for copies of policies or standards that interest or concern you.

Privacy and Confidentiality
Under the direction of provincial law, we protect the privacy of confidential information about the
individuals we support and their families. Confidential information is any information about someone that
is of a sensitive or personal nature, such as medical, educational, financial or psychological information. It
can be in any form, including names, meeting notes, e-mails, reports, videos or photographs. The
information we gather is kept up-to-date and in a secure place.

Personal Information
Once RSCL receives a referral for service, we then ask for basic information about the individual and about
your family. Once your family member’s application has been accepted and we start working together to
plan for the services they need, we ask you for more detailed information. This information might include
medical, psychological and educational information and reports or assessments from therapists or other
professionals. We need these in order to understand the needs and strengths of your family member, and
to provide the best possible services.
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We keep this information confidential. RSCL may be required to share personal information with
government agencies that oversee RSCL’s services, including Community Living BC and the Ministry of
Children and Family Development. RSCL will only disclose such information as required or authorized by
applicable law. If you have any questions about how personal information is collected, used or disclosed,
contact RSCL’s Director of Quality Assurance. We do not share it with anyone outside RSCL without your
permission. You or your family member can ask to review the information we have on file, provide updates
and correct any information that is not accurate.
It is very important that the information you give us is accurate and up to date. Please be sure to give us
copies of new reports or information. That way, we can adjust our services to meet the changing needs
of your family member, and your family.

Consent
In keeping with our commitment to your rights, sharing information is not the only thing we need your
consent to do. As part of our intake process, we will ask for your consent to provide service. And,
depending on which program you are accessing, we may ask for written consent to take your family
member on field trips or to photograph or videotape them.
An individual or family may withdraw, in writing, their consents at any time, subject to legal or contractual
restrictions and reasonable notice. RSCL will inform the individual or family of the implications of a
withdrawal of consent, including the possible termination of service as a result of RSCL’s inability to
administer its contractual or service delivery responsibilities.
As part of making decisions for themselves, we support adults to provide their own consent. This includes
consent to receive services, consent to share personal information with another agency, and consent to
release their photo or name for media purposes.
BC law describes the right of an adult individual to make such decisions for themselves and what happens
if they need help doing so. Individuals are presumed capable unless legally proven otherwise, and the way
a person communicates is not a factor in determining capability. Some adults may have designated a
family member or someone else as their legal ‘representative’, to make some or all decisions on their
behalf. Others may have a legal guardian or ‘committee’, often a parent, who acts on their behalf. If you
would like more information, please speak to your Program Manager.
We make sure that our staff and contracted caregivers understand the legal status of the person they are
supporting, and treat the decision-making process, including consent, accordingly.

Health, Safety & Well-being
The health, safety and well-being of your family member is our first priority. Everyone using our services
has a right to a safe environment that supports their physical health and their mental and emotional wellbeing. Here are some of the ways in which we make sure this happens:

Emergency Preparedness
Every program is prepared to respond to unexpected emergencies, such as a fire or earthquake, in ways
that meet the distinct needs of the individuals being supported.
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Medication
We make sure the staff and caregivers who administer medications are appropriately trained and that
medications are stored in a secure way. Medications that accompany an individual to an RSCL program
must follow specific safety protocols. The Program Manager will inform you of these protocols, when
necessary.

Standard Precautions
Staff, volunteers and caregivers are informed and equipped to protect themselves and the individuals
they support from undue risks related to blood and other bodily fluids. They work with individuals and
families to minimize such risks.

First Aid
All staff and contracted caregivers are trained in First Aid.

External Monitoring
We are inspected regularly by the local Fire Department, an external building inspector and by the
Community Care Licensing (for licensed programs). We are also accountable to WorkSafe BC and various
provincial government ministries for following provincial health and safety rules.

Planning
We work with individuals and families to anticipate health or safety risks or concerns, and to determine
ways to address them. We update and revise plans as individuals’ situations and needs change over time.
We make sure all staff and contracted caregivers know about changes and can respond in a consistent
way.

Reporting of Abuse
If any RSCL staff has cause to suspect a child or youth under 19 years of age is being abused or neglected,
they have the legal duty to report their concern(s) to the designated authority.
If any RSCL staff has cause to suspect an adult supported by RSCL is being abused or neglected, although
there is not a legal duty to report, RSCL believes we have a moral obligation to report to the designated
authority.
RSCL has policies and procedures in place to follow in the event a report is required.

Listening to You
It’s important that you tell us about any health or safety concerns you have about your family member.
You know them best. We commit to listen to you and do our best to address them.
For more specific policies about health and safety see Part Two.
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Your Relationship with RSCL
RSCL is a community network, and we welcome you. Just like in any other community, people have
different roles within it, and the network works best when everyone helps out and contributes in ways
they feel most comfortable.
Although our programs are funded in large part by government, we could not provide the level of service
or many of the extra supports we do without our volunteers or our community support and fundraising.
We host various fundraising events each year and we are often the recipient from third party fundraising
initiatives.

Getting Involved
There are lots of ways you can be involved with RSCL, if you
wish. We organize special events during the year that provide
informal opportunities to gather and network with other
families, the individuals we support, staff and volunteers. We
invite you to attend these events.
Here are some other ways you can get involved.
• Volunteer in our programs. Talk to the Program
Manager about helping out with open houses, picnics,
training events, meetings and other ways to be directly
involved in what we do.
• Join the Society membership and attend our annual
general meeting. Membership is a nominal fee each
year, and the AGM is a chance to meet other parents,
vote for Board members, and influence the future
direction of the Society.
• Attend or help organize RSCL public awareness activities in Richmond.
• Make a tax-deductible donation or help out with fundraising. You can give a general donation or
specify what you want it used for. We also welcome donations of equipment or services.
• Run for the Board of Directors.
Some of these activities require a bit of time and effort, but the benefits far outweigh the work involved.
You’ll have the opportunity to connect with other families who are sharing your journey, help build a
support network for you and your family member, learn new skills, and gain experience. You could learn
more about developmental disabilities and community living and share your own experience and
knowledge. You’ll become a stronger voice for community inclusion and help sustain the RSCL network
and supports your family member needs. We hope you’ll choose to become involved in whatever way
works for you.
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On-going Communications
Just like a successful organization needs people to be involved and fill the various roles within it, it also
depends on everyone communicating with each other. This way, people feel connected to the whole.
Everyone knows what is going on, feels listened to, and knows what to do if they have a concern.
Sometimes, days can be hectic. There may be many things happening at the same time, and lots of
changes – some expected and some not. There are many reasons to make a concerted effort to stay in
touch.
At RSCL, we are committed to proactive communication with you – the
families we support. We make an effort to keep you informed by
communicating and sharing information in a number of different ways
including posting information on our website at www.rscl.org, and
producing our newsletter, the RSCL Views. You can also find us on
Facebook and Twitter and may receive occasional updates by email.
We do our best to provide current updates on our programs, training
opportunities, upcoming events and activities. We’ll also share articles
and stories by the individuals we support, families, staff, and community
partners. With emerging technology, we will continue to explore ways
to be in touch with you and invite you to share your feedback and ideas
with us.

Expectations
Relationships usually work better if people know what to expect.
As a family member, you can expect RSCL staff, contracted caregivers and volunteers to:
• treat you and members of your family with respect, dignity, courtesy, and fairness, always being
mindful of your rights;
• follow our mission and values in our actions and decisions;
• follow our Code of Ethics;
• provide you and your family member with a level of planning support and assistance that works
for you;
• communicate openly and regularly with you;
• strive to improve our practice, participating in training and professional development on a
regular basis; and
• always meet or exceed standards set by government and our accrediting agency and
continuously review and improve the quality of our services.
We ask that you:
• provide us with the information we need to provide the best possible support or service;
• follow the policies in place for our programs;
• treat us, other families and individuals who use our services, with respect, dignity, courtesy and
fairness;
• participate in orientation activities and assist in training staff and contracted caregivers
regarding the needs of your family member, if appropriate;
• communicate openly with us and let us know about any concerns; and
• participate in planning related to your family member.
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There may be more specific expectations related to individual programs, such as staff qualifications and
parental involvement.

Problem Solving
We use a proactive approach to preventing and managing concerns or problems as they arise. We believe
that an open-door approach and effective communication are the best ways to address differences and
resolve problems. Our staff are trained in positive problem solving and communication techniques, and
we put a lot of effort into communicating with the individuals we support, our staff and contracted
caregivers, families and support network members.
We encourage everyone to address their concerns or complaints right away, and not allow them to grow.
If a more formal process is required, we have policies on conflict resolution and complaint resolution that
provide for fair processes and methods of resolving situations. We try to resolve differences directly with
the people involved whenever possible. We will review these policies with you during your orientation
meeting, and you may ask for copies at any time. Please speak to the Program Manager if you have a
concern. If your concern is not addressed, please contact the Program Director. If your concern remains
unresolved, please contact the Executive Director.
If you feel your concern has not been resolved by RSCL, we encourage you to take further steps. The RSCL
Family Advocacy Guide is a resource that provides steps for problem solving and advocacy including
contact information for appropriate government bodies and advocacy agencies.

Resources
Your job can be overwhelming at times. The RSCL Family Resource Manager is available to help and
support you as you face the challenges of every-day life and navigate the various services and options.
Here’s some of what the Family Resource Manager has to offer:
•
•
•
•
•

Information about local and provincial services and supports;
Help with important transitions such as a child entering kindergarten, transitioning from children
to adult services or an adult child leaving home;
Connections with other families and support networks;
Advocacy; and
Books, articles and other resources.

If RSCL is not able to provide the supports and services your family member requires, we will explore other
options with you and make suggestions and referrals to other community supports and organizations.
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Outside of RSCL, there are other resources available to you in Richmond as well. Here’s a partial list:
•

The Ministry of Children and Family Development (MCFD) provides funding and determines
eligibility for some of our children’s programs, such as Infant Development and Supported Child
Development. It also provides funding towards childcare spaces and childcare subsidy for parents.

•

Community Living British Columbia (CLBC) is a provincial authority that provides funding and
determines eligibility for some of our adult programs, such as LIFE Services, Respite Services,
Supported Living and Home Share. In addition, CLBC staff provide independent planning support
to individuals and families through its Richmond Community Living office.

•

The Ministry of Social Development and Poverty Reduction provides income assistance, BC
Disability Benefits, for people with disabilities who are 18 or over. These benefits can include a
monthly financial allowance, medical and dental coverage and bus passes.

•

Translink provides HandyDart service for people using wheelchairs or scooters or requiring
assistance to use public transit.

•

The Advocate for Service Quality is available to individuals and families who are dissatisfied with
the services and supports they are getting from the provincial government or agencies funded by
them.

•

The Representative for Children and Youth (up to and including transitioning youth age 19-24)
provides advocacy services to ensure that the voice and views of young people are heard and that
their rights and interests are upheld in decisions that are being made about them.

•

The Office of the Public Guardian and Trustee of BC can provide information about guardianship,
setting up a representation agreement and/or health care consents for adults who are not able
to make their own decisions about all or part of their lives.

•

The Nidus Personal Planning and Resource Centre is a non-profit charitable organization that
provides information to British Columbians about personal planning, including Representation
Agreements.

•

The Family Support Institute (FSI) is a province-wide organization whose purpose is to strengthen,
and support families faced with the extraordinary circumstances that come with having a family
member who has a disability. FSI believes that families are the best resource available to support
one another. Directed by families, the Family Support Institute provides information, training and
province-wide networking to assist families and their communities to build upon and share their
strengths.
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Outreach Services
Overview of Our Service
Outreach services are one option within our LIFE Program (LIFE- Learn, Involve, Focus, Employ) that
provides outreach support to individuals who have a developmental disability who are seeking to enrich
their lives in community through increased community access and community connections.
As part of Outreach services our goal is to support you to enjoy a full life in your community. Finding the
right fit among the many people and places in community takes a lot of exploration, takes time and
commitment. It also means taking some risks to check out possibilities that are new and different.
While your initial exploration in community will typically be supported either through our 1:1 services,
group activities and/or with friends and family, our long-term plan will be to support you to enjoy these
activities independently or with your peers. These steps towards independence are built into your Person
Centred Plan that is developed together with you as well as others who support you such as your family
and other members of your support network.

Our Vision
At Richmond Society for Community Living, our vision is

“a welcoming and connected community where everyone belongs. Each person is
confident sharing their gifts and contributions; living rich and fulfilled lives”.
Outreach Services supports individuals to explore people and places in community where they can share
their gifts, make contributions and enjoy healthy relationships with community members.

Guiding Principles
We know that following our special interests and passions leads to a rich and fulfilling life.

Our focus is on helping you explore your interests and any passions you have…what you love to do, what
sparks your curiosity, what inspires you and what others find inspiring about you. We use this
understanding to help you connect to people or places with the same types of interests.

We know that being in charge of who we spend time with and how we spend our days is
important to our quality of life

At the Richmond Society for Community Living, your quality of life matters to us. Outreach Services focusses
on helping you to build the life you want to lead by exploring opportunities with you to find the types of
connections you want. Throughout each phase or step of this service, we make sure that we are focused
on learning about what matters to you so that we can guide you in the right direction.
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We know that “Finding the Right Connections” is important – Not just anybody or any
social opportunity in community – The “Right Connections”!

Our goal is to help you make connections that fit for you and we know that takes time. We will work with
you to help you explore and decide the best matches for you.

We know that it is important for all of us to have the opportunity to grow and change in
our lives and in the connections we have in community.

We work to help you get the right mix of opportunities. Sometimes it may feel challenging to step out of
the comfort of familiar activities and relationships even if you want to make changes. We make sure we are
matching your speed and comfort level while helping you to stretch and grow in the directions you choose.
We understand that your support needs or ways of interacting with others may take some special
consideration but we won’t let that stop you from exploring new places and finding new relationships.
Outreach Services are designed to support you to find different types of opportunities that meet your needs
right now and can also be a jumping off point for other opportunities.

We know that we all get stronger and more confident when we have the chance to take
risks, make mistakes, and learn from these experiences.

Outreach Services are here to support you in checking out opportunities in the community safely and
comfortably. When there are bumps in the road or you have challenges along the way, we will work with
you to learn from these experiences.

We know that we do best when we have the right balance of support and independence.

In Outreach Services, we provide tools with some steps to support you in building community connections.
We will spend time with you in community at various times and places to get to know you, work with you
to create a plan, and then offer support to help you follow through with this plan. Our goal is to ‘step out
of your way’ as you build new connections so that you can enjoy these at the times and places that work
for you without having to depend on us to make them happen.
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We know that engaging in community may require us to develop new skills to be able to
join in activities safely and comfortably.

While our service focusses on helping you to connect in community, at times, we may connect you to
and/or provide direct skills training so that you can more easily participate in your chosen activities. We
may help you learn a transit schedule or get comfortable using public transportation or perhaps manage
your money in order to enjoy activities that might have costs. These will form part of your plan with us if
needed and together we can decide who and how to help you develop these skills.

Our Model of Support
Building Community Connections
More focused support

Step 1: Discovering What
Matters to You
What we are
doing

Why

How

At the end of
this step, you
will have:

Ongoing support

Step 2: Finding Your
Themes

Step 3: Building/
Strengthening Connections

Taking time to get to know you
and learn about your interests,
places you enjoy, personal style
or when interacting with others,
support needs, etc.
To build a good relationship
with you and to find out what
matters to you so we can work
well together to help you to
connect to people and places in
the community.

Finding 3 main areas of
interest that we can use to
find the best connections in
community.

Following your themes to build
connections with people who
share your passions and interests.

To help you and your
facilitator when choosing
possible activities, community
groups or other locations to
hang out to connect with
people.




Sharing your profile with
others who can help you pick
out some common themes
that best describe the things
that matter to you.
Creating a list of ‘20’ possible
activities, groups or clubs that
could fit each theme
Testing these to make sure
they work.
3 different areas to explore
activities, possible groups and
events and an action plan to
help you do this.

To strengthen existing
connections that fit your passions
and interests.
To build new connections that will
allow you to share your talents,
skills and interests with people
who will appreciate them.
Hanging out with intent in places
where you want to get to know
people.
Joining groups or activities that fit
your themes.




Talking with you
Talking to others who
know you well
Doing things together
Reading any important
information about you that
will help support this work
together

A profile of yourself that helps
others get to know your
interests and gifts and what you
might bring to a relationship.
This profile will also help clarify
the best ways that others can
engage best with you.
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You feel well connected in your
community with 2-5 connections
to people or groups that are
starting to feel comfortable as
defined by you.
A plan for continuing to develop
and maintain these relationships.

Chart Detailing Key Steps
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Discovery
“Discovery” is a process that we use to more fully understand your interests, skills
and talents, personal qualities, preferences, ideal conditions/environments,
types of community connections, educational background and educational
interests, legal history, any perceived challenges you may have, and your support
needs. We do this before we begin any exploration or facilitation of community
connections or any form of skill development to support your community
connections. We want to develop a solid understanding of your unique
contributions and capacities so we are able to target our efforts in the right
direction. This is important for making successful connections.
This process can involve various formal or informal methods of gathering
information and may include: one-on-one discussions; completing
questionnaires or assessments, or meeting with others in group settings. As well,
Outreach facilitators can gather additional information seeing you in various
familiar and unfamiliar settings out in the community, in your home, and while
participating in other social environments.
The Discovery process encourages you to take an active part in creating your
personal profile and deciding your themes. You can decide who will be involved
and how you want them to participate: family, friends, caregivers, school staff,
and others who are meaningful to you.

We believe that the
most important
contribution that we
can make to the
people we are
supporting is to listen
to them deeply so we
can come to discover
their talents and
contributions. Part of
our work is to expect
and look for the
unexpected.
Together, with the
individual and their
support team, we can
uncover possibilities
based on what truly
matters to you.

Personal Profile
The personal profile is intended to provide a snapshot of you that can help everyone involved understand
who you are and what matters to you. You will be engaged in helping to build this profile based on
everything we have pulled together. We started when we gathered information from you to develop your
care plan and then while completing Discovery when we used multiple ways to deepen our understanding
of you.

Themes
Your personal profile describes many parts of you. Our goal is to find the themes or patterns that show up
when we put all these parts together.
It is like putting together the pieces of a puzzle. Each part of the puzzle is important but by itself is just a
blob of colours. Once connected to the other pieces, it helps to create a picture that you can’t see when
you just look at one piece.
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Exploration of Community Opportunities and Connections
Using the themes identified as part of the Discovery process along with your
personal profile, we will plan a way for you to invite others to brainstorm ideas
and possible directions. You might choose to host a gathering of family,
friends, and other members of your network or maybe ask each person
separately for a list of people and places they know that relate to your themes.
There are lots of different ways to do this that we can plan together. Our goal
is to get as many ideas and as many potential contacts as possible at the
beginning stages of our planning. These ideas will guide the development of
your Person Centred Plan.

NOTE:
If you also participate in other
programs with RSCL, we will
make sure to do our planning
together, so your plan includes
all RSCL supports and services.

Your Person Centred Plan
RSCL’s Gateway Planning Process:
In Outreach Services, we use the Gateway Planning process because it allows us to focus specifically on
your goals and dreams for community connections. In some cases, a Self-Directed plan is used. Like any
planning we do with you, we will support you to invite a group of people that matter to you (your family,
friends, support staff or others) so that you can benefit from their ideas and suggestions and get their
support to follow through on the goals you set. Planning will include looking at some of the ideas and
information we have already gathered with you to use as a jumping off point for creating your plan and
some specific goals and action steps we can help you take with us.
✓ Your Personal Profile
✓ Themes and Lists of Potential People and Places
✓ Your Current Situation – what’s happening for you right now in terms of your engagement in
community
✓ The relationships that matter to you
✓ Your health and well being
✓ Work or learning commitments you may have or are currently exploring
✓ Your vision for your future
✓ Any opportunities or obstacles we need to consider
✓ Specific goals to get us started

The Person Centred Plan identifies the steps that need to be taken to find community connections based
on your themes. This plan also includes more information about the types of supports you might need and
any skills that may need to be developed (learning transit routes, managing money or a budget etc.) that
will help you successfully explore and make connections with people and places of interest.
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Community Connections Facilitation and Support
Facilitating Connections
Our goal is to help you make connections that work for you. We follow
your themes and will help you check out places by going with you once
or twice or helping you plan outings with your peers to check out places
together. We will help you follow up on ideas or contacts that have been
suggested in your plan. This may mean asking others in your network to
make introductions to people they know or asking them to go with you
to a new group or activity of interest to you. If you prefer to check places
out on your own, we can use our time together to help you plan these
explorations and follow up with you after to discuss how it went and to
think about next steps.
We know that sometimes it might feel hard or scary to check new places out. Part of our work is to help
you take these risks in a comfortable way for you so you get the things you want in your life.

Skills Training
In some cases, as part of your Person Centred Plan, we may find the need to focus on learning about your
community so you can get to the places you want or on building specific skills to ensure your safety and
comfort in community. This may be built into the focus of our service as part of some group or short term
1:1 support or we may help you to connect to other training or supports if it might be a longer term.
We’ve included some examples of skills training that we might offer or help you to access:

Our goal is to support you to engage in
community independently. Our Person
Centred Plan will be geared to ‘fade’ our
support as you gain confidence and the skills
needed to enjoy the settings of choice and or
connect to people within these settings who
can support you.

Public
Transportation

Money
Management/
Budgeting

Street Smarts

Communication
Skills

Social Skills

Who and how to
ask for help in
community settings

Assistance with Other Needs
Outreach Services offers limited hours so we make sure our time focusses specifically on helping you enjoy
life in community. However, we know that issues such as health conditions, housing, finances, legal issues,
mental health etc. can impact your readiness or capacity to engage in community. As we work together,
we make sure anything that arises that is outside of the scope of our service is identified. We will work with
you and your family/support team (if required) to make sure a plan is in place to address these concerns.
Because of our focus on community connections, we will typically make a referral to another service for
this support or make a plan that includes the assistance of your family or other members of your support
network.
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Shifting from Facilitating to Check-ins and Follow-up
Part of our job in facilitating successful community connections is to know when to step out of the way so
that the relationships you are making in the various settings you have chosen can fully develop.
We also know that timing is important and will make sure that we plan our support with the clear intention
of stepping back so this is a built in expectation. That way, we are working with you from the start to make
sure everything is in place to make this transition comfortable.

Check-ins – Follow-Up Services
Once we have helped you find the people and places where you want to spend time and we have stepped
back from our role as facilitators, we will set up regular check-ins with you. We do this so you have support
for the little things that might come up and to make sure you keep up your connections. We might use this
time to help you troubleshoot any concerns or perhaps to help you plan your time so you stay connected.
This check-in support will look different for each person. In some cases, we may find they are not needed
so regularly anymore. In these instances, we may make a plan to follow up with you on a less frequent basis
or you may decide you don’t need our services anymore.

Entering Outreach Services
Eligibility Requirements
Individuals must have an interest and capacity to spend time independently in community: Outreach
Services is suitable for people who want to explore ways to be involved in the community, to enjoy the
lifestyle of their choice and are interested and committed to working on a Person Centred Plan. It is
important that you, your family, and any other members of your support network, all understand the scope
of the program and are prepared to spend time and energy outside of direct service time to engage in the
activities chosen.
Individuals Must Be Referred by CLBC: Entry into Outreach Service requires a referral from CLBC in order
to allocate funds for this service.

Intake Process
Orientation and Information Gathering
Once a referral has been made, we arrange to start the intake process. This includes:
✓ Meeting with the you and your family (if appropriate) to explain RSCL philosophy, services,
policies and entrance criteria;
✓ Gathering information about your expectations of service;
✓ Providing an orientation to our Outreach Services including expected outcomes of service and
participant responsibilities in supporting these outcomes;
✓ Completing an application/intake form;
✓ Completing relevant consent forms.
Deciding if this Service is the Right Fit
Based on our initial intake meeting, we will determine our capacity to meet your expectations and support
needs at the current time, and whether the services we have to offer are suitable. You will also have the
opportunity to decide whether to accept the services. This is a joint decision making-process involving you
and RSCL. Family and support network members are a part of the decision-making process.
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Service Decision

No
If you decide not to accept our services, RSCL will
provide information and potential alternate
resources.
RSCL is committed to supporting all eligible
individuals; however, at times it may not be possible
due to funding limitations, current program capacity,
or other circumstances.
You may ask to be put on a waitlist pending the
availability of appropriate services and/or funding.

Yes
If you decide to accept our services
and we have determined that we
have capacity to meet your needs,
we begin by completing the
Participation Agreement together
and beginning the first of our steps
to community connections –
Discovery.

About Our Staff
The Program Manager is responsible for the operation of the program and for supervising Outreach
facilitators. The Outreach facilitators focus on helping participants find and build community connections.
Outreach facilitators have training to help individuals explore community options, develop plans to reach
their goals, and provide timely follow up.
All Outreach facilitators receive ongoing training as needed in:
•
•
•
•

Discovery and building community connections;
RSCL values and ethics;
Person-Centred Planning and Goal Setting;
Behavioural Support

Where and When Services Happen
We are a community based service which means we don’t have one specific location. Staff will typically
meet up with you in different locations based on your goals and current action plan.
As an Outreach Service, there are no fixed service times and there are no ‘specific hours’ associated with
your service. Many people use their annual respite funds for this service and these are limited so we try to
maximize these funds by using them strategically. Usually we will spend more time when you first start out
with us so we get to know you through our Discovery process. Then, once we have set some goals and an
action plan, we will map out a schedule to best support your goals. Our goal, once you are connected, is to
fade our support. You will likely find you don’t need our involvement as much because you feel connected
with the people and locations we have explored together. However, if things change, we may need to spend
more regular time together to come up with some new options to explore and set up for you.
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Program Costs
Our Services
Our services are offered free of charge and are funded primarily through Community Living BC.

Program Related Costs
Community participation often involves extra costs. These can include:
•
•
•
•

Getting to and from appointments with Outreach facilitators and others;
Getting to and from community activities – visiting different groups, clubs or other places where
people gather, attending activities, participating in training;
Paying costs associated with groups, clubs or community events;
Buying supplies, special equipment (such as sports equipment, footwear like hiking boots etc.)
that are needed for selected activities.

Health and Safety
The health, safety and well-being of the people we support are always our first considerations. Outreach
participants have the right to a safe environment that supports their physical, mental and emotional wellbeing. We are committed to monitoring and ensuring this through multiple safeguards:

Health and Safety in Our Program
✓ All RSCL staff are trained in First Aid, CPR, abuse recognition, and responding
to emergencies or critical incidents.
✓ There are fully-stocked First Aid kits in all our sites and in any vehicles
used to transport participants.
✓ All RSCL staff, practicum students and volunteers have cleared a
criminal record search.
✓ All RSCL staff, practicum students and volunteers are encouraged to
have up-to-date vaccinations for Hepatitis B, Hepatitis C and Influenza.
✓ We have policies and procedures and regular RSCL staff training in areas
such as violence prevention, accident prevention, emergency response, and
workplace health and safety.
✓ We have regular fire and earthquake drills at our sites.
✓ Individual Care Plans for each participant address any safety concerns related to their individual
needs, including response to missing persons.
✓ Any RSCL staff-owned vehicles used to transport participants carry business-class insurance.
✓ In the case of an emergency, accident or a 911 call, we respond appropriately, write a report for
the appropriate government funding agencies and notify the family immediately.

Health and Safety in Community
We help set the stage for good health and safety practices in the community: As part of our planning
with you, we will look at any safety issues or special considerations you might have when out and about in
community. We will use our Planning Safeguards Tools to help you assess any risks associated with your
chosen activities, your willingness to accept these risks, and what supports or actions steps you or others
can take to address these risks. Often times, we will encourage you to involve others in this planning such
as family members or support staff so that you can come up with a good plan. As an example, you may
decide you want to join a local soft ball team. They play at various parks in the community and during the
early spring, it is often dark when games end. Your family is concerned about you walking alone in the
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dark especially in unknown neighbourhoods and is questioning if this is a good activity for you. You want
to go but are worried about this too. You sit down together as a team to work it out. Your cousin, who also
plays on the team, helps to set you up with a team member who lives near you. She agrees to drive you
home after games. Your cousin has also agreed to drive you home on nights when your other team mate
can`t.

Transportation
As in the example above, part of our support will include helping you think through how you will get to
and from any chosen activities safely. How far away is the activity? Is it close to public transportation? Is
public transportation available at the times needed to go to and from this activity? Is there a carpool
program? Can family or other members of your support network help?
We will help you develop a plan that works for you. In some cases, Outreach facilitators may provide
short term training support to help you learn a specific bus route.

Family Involvement
Families and other support network members can play a vital role in supporting your Person Centred
Plans. We encourage you to involve them in your planning. Because this is your plan, we will respect your
wishes about the types and level of involvement they have (unless they are your legal representative and
must be consulted).
Unless you decide otherwise, families are encouraged to be involved in all phases of our service to
support you. Here are some examples of the ways in which they can be involved:

Discovery

Facilitating Community
Connections
Ongoing support for
community connections

•Meeting with us to provide their input about you
•Helping us arrange to see you in places that are familiar (home, school,
church etc)
•Connecting us to others who know you well
•Participating in the development of your Person Centred Plan
•Providing support and encouragement to you as we start to explore
potential work
•Helping you to rearrange your schedule and/or to get to and from our
meetings and/or community activities
•Offering connections or leads based on the the themes you have
identified
•Supporting you to get your bus pass, access card, save money for
activities, learn bus routes, keep track of scheduled activities, etc.

Your Records & Plans
In order to serve you effectively, we create a file that holds all the information we gather to support you
through the different phases of our service. We also add notes of all our meetings and other work on
your behalf to these files so we can track the support we provide and reflect on the progress we are
making in supporting your goals. Files are kept securely to protect your privacy and confidentiality.
You may review your file by asking the Manager or Outreach facilitators. If you feel that anything in the
file is incorrect, you can ask us to correct it.
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When you leave our service, we store the files according to government regulations in a secure location
so that they can be accessed if needed, even after you leave our services.
In addition to keeping all the information we gather and the notes we write about our work with you, we
comply with any reporting requirements built into our contracts with our funders. We will inform you of
any personal information we are required to share with our funders.

Keeping in Touch with Your Family/Support Network
Our services will be most effective for you if we have good communication with you and the people you
choose to support your plan including your family and/or support network members. With your
permission, we share information so we are all up to date about any plans we are working on or other
things going on in your life that could affect how we can best support you. This means keeping each other
‘in the know’ including:
➢ Keeping each other up to date about any of your plans (or your family’s plans) that could impact
either the Outreach Services we are providing, any groups or community activities you have
scheduled, or family plans;
➢ Maintaining regular informal contact as a way to encourage and support progress on identified
goals and to anticipate and prevent any problems;
➢ Identifying and working together to address support or skill development needs i.e.: budgeting,
time management, learning the transit system etc;
➢ Participating together in any brainstorming or planning sessions;
➢ Reporting any health, critical or other incidents;
➢ Sharing progress reports;
➢ Sharing any important changes in our services or in the family/network that might impact you.

Leaving Services
Outreach Services will most often come to a natural end when you feel connected enough in community
that you no longer feel the need for our support. You make that decision if and when you are ready.
However, we know that sometimes there are circumstances where you may choose to leave the program
for personal reasons such as health issues, a move to a new community, a change in your goals, or a
decision to go with another service provider etc.
No matter what your reason for leaving our services, we are here to help plan for and support your
transition. We prepare a detailed exit summary documenting your experience, the successes you have had
and progress towards your goals. We will share this with any new service provider(s) with your consent
and work with you, any chosen family members and/or other agencies or programs to plan for the transition
if requested. You may be contacted after you have left Outreach services to complete a very short survey
given that you have had some time to reflect on the services you received from RSCL. We also love it if you
keep in contact with us and/or drop by and let us know how you are doing.
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